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The resonant frequencies for quadrupole excitation of ions confined with a buffer gas in a
linear quadrupole ion trap with Mathieu parameters a 5 0 and q ’ 0.36 have been measured.
The resonances are predicted to occur at angular frequencies vn
K given by vn
K 5 (V/K)un 1 bu
without the presence of a buffer gas where V is the angular frequency of the trapping radio
frequency, K 5 1, 2, 3 . . . is the order of the resonance calculated with perturbation theory, and
n 5 0, 61, 62, 63 . . . . The resonances are measured through fragmentation of protonated
reserpine. The observed frequencies agree closely with the theoretical values but there are
small differences which vary from 10.6% at K 5 2 to 22.7% at K 5 6. This is believed to be
the result of the dependence of the resonant frequencies upon the buffer gas density and/or
the excitation amplitude. The resolution of the resonances (measured from the depletion of
precursor and formation of fragment ions) increased by a factor of 2 as K increased from 1 to
6. This increase in resolution warrants further investigation into the use of higher order
resonances for isolation and excitation of trapped ions. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2000, 11,
1016–1022) © 2000 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
Recently, in this laboratory, we have developed alinear ion trap time-of-flight mass spectrometersystem which has the capability of exciting
trapped ions with either dipolar or quadrupolar excita-
tion [1]. Resonant excitation allows for both the ejection
of unwanted ions from the ion trap and for the activa-
tion of an ion of interest through collisions with a buffer
gas. The extent to which an ion is either ejected or
internally excited is controlled by the amplitude and the
duration of the applied excitation in addition to the
buffer gas density. An ion with sufficient internal
energy may undergo fragmentation. The degree of
fragmentation is determined by the amplitude and
period of excitation, collisional activation/deactivation
with the buffer gas, and the time the ion is held in the
trap after excitation but prior to detection of the ion and
its fragments. In a mass spectrum containing many
ions, the question of how well the ion of interest can be
isolated or excited without interference from other ions
arises.
Excitation of ions trapped in a quadrupole field is an
example of parametric resonance, described by Landau






where vex is the excitation frequency, v0 is the unper-
turbed frequency of oscillation, and K is an integer [2].
For a damped harmonic oscillator, there is a threshold




where a is a constant and l is the damping constant
(s21). The theory described by Landau and Lifshitz was
applied by Alheit et al. [3] within the pseudopotential
approximation, to ions confined in a 3D Paul trap; that
is, only the lowest frequency of motion was considered.
Sudakov et al. [4] derived the resonant frequencies of
ions confined in a quadrupole field with quadrupolar
excitation for the more general case, using perturbation
theory, and showed that the quadrupole excitation
angular frequencies vn





un 1 bu, n 5 0, 6 1, 6 2, . . . (3)
where K 5 1, 2, . . . is the order of the resonance, b and
n determine the unperturbed oscillation frequencies,
and V is the angular frequency of the trapping field.
How the ion isolation/fragmentation resolution varies
with n or K has not been determined.
Excitation at the frequencies with n 5 0 and K 5 1
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and 2 for axial oscillations in a 3D Paul trap was
observed by Vedel and co-workers [5, 6], although the
K 5 2 term was not identified as second order excita-
tion. Resonances with K up to 10 were observed by
Razvi et al. [7] for ions in a 3D Paul trap in which some
dc was added so that the frequencies of radial and axial
motions were distinct (i.e., vz Þ 2vr). The variation of
threshold with K given by eq 2 was observed, but even
and odd values of K unexpectedly showed distinct and
dramatically different values of the damping constant.
To our knowledge quadrupole resonances in a linear
tap were first observed by L. Cousins (SCIEX, unpub-
lished).
In the work presented here we have measured the
quadrupolar excitation frequencies corresponding to
n 5 0, K 5 1 to 6 for the depletion of the signal of
protonated reserpine, m/z 5 609.7, by fragmentation.
The observed frequencies agree closely with the theo-
retical values but there are slight differences; for higher
K values, the frequencies are not quite integer subhar-
monics of the K 5 1 resonance. The differences increase
from 10.6% at K 5 2 to 22.7% at K 5 6. The ampli-
tudes required for excitation were found to follow the K
dependence of eq 2, with no unexplained differences
between even and odd values of K. The mass resolution
measured from the depletion of precursor and forma-
tion of fragment ions was found to increase by a factor
of 2 as K increased from 1 to 6. The effects of varying the
excitation amplitude and the trapping gas pressure
were also examined for the K 5 3 resonance.
Experimental
The experimental apparatus has been described previ-
ously [1]. Briefly, ions are formed by pneumatically
assisted electrospray ionization (ESI) using a 1025 M
solution of reserpine/1023 M ammonium acetate/90%
acetonitrile/10% water. Ions pass through a curtain
plate (5-mm diameter aperture), a sampling orifice
(0.25-mm diameter aperture), and a skimmer (0.75-mm
diameter aperture) prior to entering the linear trap
chamber. Ions are then guided through a short (length,
5 cm) radio frequency (rf) only quadrupole (Q0) (field
radius r0 5 4.0 mm) through the trap entrance aperture
(Q0/Q1 aperture), and into the linear ion trap (LIT) (Q1)
(length, 20 cm, field radius r0 5 4.0 mm). For this work
the linear quadrupoles were operated at a frequency of
768 kHz. The Q0 and Q1 rod offsets were 10 and 0 V,
respectively. The Q0/Q1 lens was operated at 140 V to
block ion entrance into Q1 and 15 V to inject ions into
Q1. The exit aperture of Q1 was operated at 120 V to
trap ions in Q1 and 210 V to transmit ions into the
time-of-flight (TOF) source region. In the experiments
reported in this work the ions filled the LIT for 10 ms,
were allowed to cool for 5 ms, excited for 5 ms, allowed
to cool an additional 5 ms and then were allowed to exit
the LIT for a 50 ms time period. Reserpine ions were not
isolated in the trap prior to excitation because proton-
ated reserpine dominated the mass spectrum. Ions
exiting the LIT passed through a lens stack which
coupled the LIT orthogonally to a linear TOF mass
spectrometer. During the 50 ms drain time of the trap,
55 TOF spectra were recorded. This process was re-
peated 180 times so that a total of ;104 TOF scans were
co-added to produce a spectrum at each excitation
frequency, Figure 1. Excitation spectra were produced
by plotting the integrated precursor ion signal (601–617
m/z) and the integrated fragment ion signals (260–599
m/z) as a function of excitation frequency. Because the
linear TOF was operated at a resolution of about 250 [1],
the isotopic peaks of reserpine were not resolved in the
TOF spectra. However the mass resolution of excitation
is ;200 (vide infra) so that it is not expected that the
isotopic peaks could be selectively dissociated under
these conditions.
It is estimated that ;105 ions were confined in the
trap during an excitation experiment. For ions of m/z 5
609.7 confined at q 5 0.36, the effective well depth of
the trap is ;9.5 V and it is calculated that ;109 singly
charged ions are required to completely fill the trap.
Therefore we do not expect space charge effects to be
very significant in these experiments. However it is
possible that space charge effects contribute to some of
the small frequency shifts that we discuss below.
Quadrupolar excitation was achieved with the circuit
shown in the schematic in Figure 2. This allowed for the
application of a sine wave to the A poles which was
Figure 1. (a) TOF mass spectrum of protonated reserpine (*)
without excitation. The peak on the high mass side of the
protonated reserpine is most likely the reserpine ammonium ion
adduct (m/z 5 626.7). The peak near m/z 5 1218 is the protonated
reserpine dimer. (b) Fragmentation spectrum when exciting at the
K 5 3 resonance (66.38 kHz). Fragment ions cover the region
m/z 5 260 to 600. No fragmentation of the reserpine ammonium
ion adduct or the reserpine dimer occurred in the above excitation
spectrum. [Note the different scales for (a) and (b).]
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180° out of phase with the sine wave on the B poles of
the LIT. Feedback from the main rf drive back into the
auxiliary rf drive (PC Instruments AWG-312, Twins-
burg, OH) was minimized by adjustment of the variable
capacitors C and D to balance the circuit. An rf power
amplifier (ENI, model 240L, Rochester, New York, not
shown) was used to achieve the necessary excitation
amplitudes. Excitation amplitudes varied between 0
and 27 Vp-p and were measured at the vacuum chamber
feedthroughs (A pole, B pole to ground). The dc offsets
on the A and B poles of Q0 and Q1 were applied
through 20 MV resistors. Measurement of the auxiliary
drive output using a 500 MHz counter (Hewlett-Pack-
ard model 5303A, Mississauga, Ont., Canada) indicated
an accuracy of 610 Hz in the frequencies used in these
experiments.
The base pressure of the trap chamber was lowered
from 7 to 1.8 mtorr of nitrogen by replacing the original
50 L/s turbomolecular pump (Leybold) with a 360 L/s
turbomolecular pump [8]. This allowed the trap pres-
sure to be varied from 1.8 to 7.3 mtorr with the addition
of N2 for the pressure dependent experiments.
Results and Discussion
Quadrupole Excitation For n 5 0 K 5 1 to 6
Figure 3 shows the results of scanning the excitation
frequency over the range covering the n 5 0, K 5 1 to
7 resonances. The spectrum was obtained by stepping
through the frequency range in steps of 1 or 2 kHz
between resonances and in steps of 0.1 to 0.2 kHz in the
region of each resonance, and required approximately
4 h for data collection. The scans were designed to
search for the n 5 0, K resonances only. Note that for a
linear quadrupole with a 5 0, the x and y resonant
frequencies are equal. This differs from a 3D trap where
the z and r frequencies differ. Thus the spectrum of
resonances with a linear quadrupole is expected to be
simpler. Preliminary experiments scanning the fre-
quency ranges 10–104 and 196–208 kHz in steps of 0.8
kHz with amplitudes of 1.5 to 27 Vp-p (depending on the
region) showed no resonances other than those in
Figure 3. The ion trap was set for a Mathieu parameter
q ’ 0.355 at m/z 5 609.7 (trapping rf 210 V0-p pole to
ground), giving a secular frequency ( f0
2 5 v0
2/2p) of about
98.95 kHz for this particular ion. It was necessary during
the scanning procedure to adjust the amplitude of the
excitation frequency in order to observe each resonance.
Generally scans were from high to low frequency and the
amplitude was increased for lower frequency resonances
(higher K values). The excitation amplitudes were ad-
justed after scanning a few kHz past each resonance into
a region where no resonance was observed. The ampli-
tudes were adjusted by observing the signal at the next
resonance until approximately 50%–75% of the m/z 5
609.7 peak was depleted. The excitation frequency was
then changed back to the point a few kHz past the
previous resonance to ensure that no depletion of the
m/z 5 609.7 peak occurred. The peak to peak excitation
amplitudes used for each resonance are displayed in
Figure 3. No resonance was observed for K 5 7 with the
excitation amplitude used for K 5 6. Attempts to increase
the excitation amplitude further for observation of the
K 5 7 resonance produced a distortion in the waveform.
Such a distorted waveform necessarily contains a number
of frequencies with different amplitudes, therefore the
observations were stopped at this point. No attempts were
made to observe the resonances for n 5 61, 62 . . . .
Figure 2. Quadrupole excitation schematic.
Figure 3. Quadrupole excitation spectrum for n 5 0, K 5 1 to 6.
The integers indicate the value of K, whereas the voltages repre-
sent the excitation amplitude at each value of K. The data were
collected with Mathieu parameter q ’ 0.355.
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High resolution scans of the K 5 1 to 6 resonances
are shown in Figure 4. These data were collected with
q ’ 0.359 at m/z 5 609.7. The amplitudes were ad-
justed by observing the signal until approximately 75%
of the m/z 5 609.7 peak was depleted at each resonance.
Depletion of the ion signal represents the loss of ions
through ejection from the trap and/or fragmentation of
the ion. The integrated fragment intensities were be-
tween 60% and 85% of the parent ion intensity for the
data shown in Figure 4. Table 1 gives the peak position,
full width at half maximum (FWHM), and the resolu-
tion in frequency and m/z space for each value of K.
Quadrupole resonances in a 3D Paul trap have been
observed previously [3, 5–7]. In addition to a smooth
peak like those of Figure 4, a sharper peak on the high
frequency side of the smooth peak was observed. The
additional peak was attributed to a coherent collective
excitation of the ion cloud as a whole. If only ions of one
m/z are present in the trap, as was the case in these
previous experiments, the ion cloud as a whole has the
same m/z ratio as the individual ions and so the calcu-
lated resonant frequencies of the cloud equal those of
the individual ions. Vedel and co-workers showed that
the sharp collective resonance only appears at high ion
concentrations, where space charge influences the ion
motion [5, 6]. The 3D trap work was done at a trap
pressure of ;7 3 10210 torr. It is likely that either the
much higher pressure or the lower ion densities used
here eliminated this unusual peak structure.
The threshold voltages for excitation are close to the
voltages shown in Figure 4. For voltages slightly less
than these, no excitation is seen. (This is demonstrated
below for the K 5 3 resonance.) According to eq 2, a
plot of the log of these voltages vs. 1/K should give a
straight line. This is shown in Figure 5. Agreement with
eq 2 is reasonable. There is no alteration of threshold
voltages between even and odd resonances as seen by
Razvi et al. [7] with a 3D trap.
A plot of fn
K(5vn
K/2p) versus 1/K for the data of
Table 1 is shown in Figure 6. The data were fitted with
a linear regression constrained to pass through the
origin as suggested by eq 3. Although Figure 6 suggests
that the data fit eq 3 quite well, there are differences
from eq 3 that deserve further consideration. These
deviations are not simply a shift of the different fre-
quencies by the same fractional amount, which could be
attributed to an uncertainty in the q value, damping of
the ion motion, or higher order multipoles in the
trapping potential. Rather, the frequencies are not quite
equal to the K 5 1 value divided by exact integers.
Figure 4. High resolution scans of the n 5 0, K 5 1 to 6
resonances. The voltages are the excitation amplitudes used at
each value of K. The data were collected with Mathieu parameter
q ’ 0.359. The solid circles represent the integrated parent ion
intensity and the open circles represent the integrated fragment
ion intensity.
Table 1. Peak position, expected frequencies, FWHM, and
resolution in frequency and m/z space for each value of K for












1 200.0 – 1.66 120
2 100.6 100.0 0.62 162
3 66.38 66.67 0.43 154
4 49.55 50.00 0.23 215
5 39.13 40.00 0.17 230
6 32.43 33.33 0.14 232
Figure 5. The voltage required to excite a resonance of order K
vs. 1/K. Note the vertical axis is a logarithmic scale. The straight
line is a least squares fit to the data.
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Table 1 shows the measured frequencies and the fre-
quencies of the subharmonics expected taking the K 5
1 resonance (200.0 kHz) as the reference. The measured
frequencies deviate from than those predicted by eq 3,
using the resonant frequency for K 5 1 (200.0 kHz) as a
reference, by as much as 10.60 (10.6%), 20.29
(20.43%), 20.45 (20.90%), 20.87 (22.2%), and 20.90
kHz (22.7%) for K 5 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. The
deviations are significant when compared to the
FWHM of the respective peaks. The causes of these
deviations are not understood. Factors currently under
investigation are: (1) the effect of excitation amplitude
upon the resonant excitation frequencies, (2) the effect
of the ion trap buffer gas pressure upon the resonant
excitation frequencies, (3) space charge effects, and (4)
the possibility of an experimental artifact in the excita-
tion setup leading to a slight shift in the Mathieu
parameter q of the LIT at the higher excitation ampli-
tudes.
The peaks in Figure 4 show a slight asymmetry
which might be due to higher order multipole terms in
the potential. Higher order terms result in a nonlinear
forced oscillator which can have a very asymmetric
peak shape [2]. For the 3D trap, this has been seen in ion
trajectory calculations of dipole excitation [9], and mod-
eled by Alheit et al. [3]. Also, eq 3 was derived without
including the effects of damping due to the presence of
a buffer gas, whereas damping effects are unavoidable
with the current apparatus. The derivation of an expres-
sion for vn
K using the full equation of motion with the
inclusion of a damping term and with higher order
multipole terms in the expansion is beyond the scope of
this paper.
K 5 1– 6 Resolution
In general, the resolution (f/Df) of the peaks in Figure
4 increases by a factor of 2 as K increases from 1 to 6.
Examination of eq 3 gives the initial expectation that the
fractional difference in frequency for two masses will
remain constant as K is increased. This can be demon-
strated by choosing two masses, m1 and m2, with their
corresponding values of b1 and b2 (where b } 1/m in
the pseudopotential approximation), and showing that

















ub2 2 b1u for K 5 1, 2, 3 . . . (5)










Examination of eq 6 shows that the resolution is inde-
pendent of K but dependent upon n. However, in m/z
space the resolution is constant regardless of the value
of either n or K, i.e., b and ub2 2 b1u are constant for all







which simplifies, with the approximation m1m2 ’ m
2,
to the usual expression for mass resolution,
m
m1 2 m2
for all n and K (8)
We would therefore expect the mass resolution to
remain constant for all values of K, provided that the
frequency resolutions f/Df of the peaks remain con-
stant, and if only K was varied in the experiments. In
practice it is difficult to vary only the parameter K
because of the necessary excitation amplitude adjust-
ments required to maintain a comparable signal deple-
tion at each value of K.
Consideration must also be given to the Fourier
transform limit to the frequency bandwidth expected
from exciting with a 5 ms excitation period. The approx-
imate minimum spread in frequency (Dff) can be found





where f0 is the central frequency and N is the number of
cycles of f0 that occur during the excitation period. A
Figure 6. A plot of the resonant frequency positions (n 5 0, K 5
1 to 6) for the data of Figure 4 vs. 1/K. The solid line is a linear
regression fit to the data constrained to pass through the origin as
suggested by eq 1.
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value of 200 Hz is obtained for Dff for a 5 ms excitation
period. The experimental values for Df for K 5 5 and 6,
170 and 140 Hz, respectively (Table 1), are both smaller
than the calculated minimum of 200 Hz. This apparent
contradiction can be resolved if one considers that the
depletion data of Figure 4 do not reflect ejection of ions
from the trap but instead depletion due to fragmenta-
tion of the ions.
The degree of dissociation of an ion is expected to
depend on excitation amplitude in a highly nonlinear
manner. Thus the fragmentation resolution is not re-
lated in any simple way to the amplitude of ion motion
or the rate of increase of the amplitude. The dissociation
or fragmentation of an ion with Eint can be modeled in
a simple fashion using RRK theory. An ion with internal
energy Eint will dissociate with a rate constant, kuni,
given by [11]
kuni 5 k
ÞSEint 2 E0Eint D
s21
(10)
where kÞ is the rate of free passage along the reaction
coordinate, E0 is the reaction barrier, and s is the
number of vibrational degrees of freedom in the ion.
The observed fragment yield is highly nonlinear with
amplitude (Figure 7). This is expected because there is
a threshold for excitation and even above threshold
kuni(Eint) is highly nonlinear with Eint. The highly non-
linear response of the fragmentation yield with excita-
tion amplitude leads to peak widths which can be
narrower than the Fourier transform limit of the exci-
tation pulse. The Fourier transform limit would be
expected for a linear response of the fragmentation
yield with excitation amplitude.
The increase in mass resolution with increasing K
suggests that further investigation of the higher order
resonances is warranted for the purposes of attaining
increased isolation and excitation resolutions in the
study of trapped ions.
Pressure/Excitation Amplitude Dependence
The nonlinear dependence of the ion signal depletion
upon the excitation amplitude makes it very difficult to
obtain an accurate pressure dependence for each reso-
nance. In order to maintain enough depletion of the ion
signal, for the purpose of measuring the frequency of a
resonance, it was necessary to increase the excitation
amplitude significantly as the trapping pressure was
increased (12% and 26% increases in amplitude for
trapping pressures 4.4 and 7.3 mtorr, respectively). The
effect of increasing both the pressure and excitation
amplitude upon the location of the K 5 3 resonance is
shown in Figure 8. The excitation amplitude was ad-
justed to give equal depletion at each pressure. Exper-
iments in which the excitation amplitude was held
constant resulted in either no depletion when the pres-
sure was increased or depletion saturation when the
pressure was lowered. In the latter case an accurate
determination of the resonance frequency was ham-
pered by the broad width of the saturated portion of the
depleted signal.
Figure 7. Integrated intensity of the reserpine ion as a function of
excitation frequency (K 5 3 region) and excitation amplitude. The
broken line marks the position of the resonance obtained with the
excitation amplitude at 12.4 V.
Figure 8. Dependence of the K 5 3 resonance on the trapping
pressure and excitation amplitude. The excitation amplitude was
adjusted to give equal signal depletions at each pressure. The
filled circles represent the integrated parent ion intensity and the
open circles represent the integrated fragment ion intensity.
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The nonlinear response of the ion signal depletion
with respect to the excitation amplitude coupled with
the difficulties in obtaining an accurate pressure depen-
dence preclude an accurate experimental assessment of
the contribution of each in determining the location of
the resonant frequency. Simulations carried out by
March et al. [12, 13] on quadrupolar excitation with K 5
1 in a 3D ion trap suggested that the resonant frequency
shifts occur as a result of the excitation amplitude and
not because of collisional effects.
Conclusions
We have observed quadrupolar excitation resonances
for n 5 0, K 5 1 to 6 for the ion reserpine (m/z 5
609.7). The location of the resonances match to within a
few percent the values predicted theoretically for ions
trapped in a quadrupole field without a buffer gas. The
deviations from the predicted values increase with
increasing values of K and this is thought to be due to
either the damping effects of the trap buffer gas and/or
the increased excitation amplitudes that were necessary
to observe the resonances at higher K.
The fragmentation resolution was found to increase
by a factor of 2 for higher values of K relative to low
values of K. This suggests that further investigation of
the higher order resonances is warranted for the pur-
pose of achieving higher isolation and excitation reso-
lutions of trapped ions. Additional investigation of the
effects of damping, space charge, and excitation times,
and of resonances with higher n values are of interest.
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